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ALTRINCHAM GARRICK PLAYHOUSE - AUDITION INFORMATION: 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Thank you for expressing your interest in auditioning for “ONE FLEW OVER THE 
CUCKOO’S NEST” at Altrincham Garrick Playhouse, which will be The Garrick 
Ensemble’s 2022 production, as part of our Spring/ Summer 2022 Season. 
 
The Audition Date for this production is 	 	 	 Tuesday 19th October 2021    
The Rehearsal Start Date for this production is	 	 Sunday 2nd January 2022  
The Production Dates for this production are	 	 	 Monday 7th - Saturday  

12th February 2022 
Rehearsals 
 
Rehearsals will be every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 7.30pm - 10pm, and every 
Sunday from 2pm - 5.30pm.  
 
We do ask that all those auditioning are able to make every rehearsal. We do, of course, 
understand that sometimes you may have other commitments and special occasions 
during the rehearsal process, and we therefore ask that you inform us of any dates you 
are not available in advance (at the audition) and we will try and make this work. If you 
have a date that you’re unable to rehearse within ten days of the opening night (7th 
February) we may have to ask you to withdraw from the production.  
 
You may not be called to every rehearsal, and the Director will produce a rehearsal 
schedule as far in advance as possible, but we do still ask that those successful in being 
cast in the production remain flexible, as rehearsal schedules can often change during the 
process.  
 
THE GARRICK ENSEMBLE 
 
The Garrick Ensemble is a company of 18 – 30 year old aspiring actors from Greater 
Manchester and Cheshire who perform one production each year as part of the 
Altrincham Garrick Playhouse Main House Season. The production will be directed by 
Artistic Director Joseph Meighan.  
 
The Garrick Ensemble aims to make theatre that is fresh, innovative and exciting.  
 
See the very best of local, up and coming talent before they move forward in the next 
stages of their careers in the Arts. 
 
ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO’S NEST  
 
Monday 7th - Saturday 12th February 2022 
7.30pm each evening 

 
Written by Dale Wasserman 
Adapted from the Novel by Ken Kesey  
Directed by Joseph Meighan  
 
Boisterous, ribald and ultimately shattering, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest is the 
unforgettable story of a mental hospital and its inhabitants. When a brash new inmate 
arrives, the rigid program of the ward, headed by the tyrannical Nurse Ratched, is thrown 
up for grabs.  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In a world where sanity means conformity and following the rules is the only way to 
survive, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest is a powerful exploration of both the beauty 
and the danger of being an original.  
 
Volatile and dark, humorous, thought-provoking and with strong language, this play 
(based on the classic 1962 novel by Ken Kesey and the 1972 film starring Jack 
Nicholson, which won five major Academy awards) is a true cult classic and will be an 
unforgettable evening at Altrincham Garrick Playhouse, performed by The Garrick 
Ensemble. 
 
Characters 
 
The Patients: 
 
Chief Bromden 
Chief Bromden is the son of a chief of a Chinookan tribe and a white woman. He suffers 
from paranoia and hallucinations, has received multiple electroshock treatments, and has 
been in the hospital for ten years, longer than any other patient in the ward. He has also 
been pretending to be deaf and dumb up until McMurphy's arrival. Bromden sees modern 
society as a huge, oppressive "machine" and the hospital as a place meant to fix people 
who do not conform. Bromden narrates the story of the mental ward while regaining a 
sense of himself as an individual. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 8 of the script.  
 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 17 & 18 of the script. 
 
Randle Patrick McMurphy 
R. P. McMurphy is a big gambler, a con man, and a free spirit. He was sentenced to six 
months at a prison work farm, and when he was diagnosed as a psychopath he did not 
protest because he thought the hospital would be more comfortable than the work farm. 
McMurphy serves as an unlikely Christ figure in the play —the dominant force challenging 
the establishment, and the ultimate saviour of the victimised patients. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 22 - 24 of the script.  
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 26 - 28 of the script.  
 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 16 - 17 of the script. 
 
Dale Harding 
Harding is an acerbic, college-educated patient and president of the Patients’ Council. 
Harding helps McMurphy understand the realities of the hospital. He has a difficult time 
dealing with the oppressive nature of society, so he hides in the hospital voluntarily. 
Harding’s development and the reemergence of his individual self signal the success of 
the patients battle against Ratched. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 26 - 28 of the script.  
 
Billy Bibbit 
Billy is a shy patient who has a bad stutter and who seems much younger than his thirty-
one years. Billy Bibbit is dominated by his mother, one of Nurse Ratched’s close friends. 
Billy is voluntarily in the hospital, as he is afraid of the outside world. 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Audition Piece -  	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 20 of the script.  
 	 	 	 	 Please prepare a speech from an American play in the style of  	
	 	 	 	 One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest. 
 
Charles Cheswick  
Cheswick is the first patient to support McMurphy’s rebellion against Nurse Ratched’s 
power. He alternates between an aggressive temper and childish giggles. His twitchy 
hands often suggest his mental fragility. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 10 - 11 of the script. 
 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 12 - 13 of the script.  
 
Martini 
Martini is another childlike hospital patient. He lives in a world of delusional hallucinations, 
but McMurphy is sympathetic and includes Martini in their antics and card games, which 
is a significant boost for this volatile personality. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 Please prepare a speech from an American play in the style of  	
	 	 	 	 One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest.  
 
Scanlon 
Scanlon is the only patient, besides McMurphy, who was involuntarily committed to the 
hospital. Scanlon has fantasies of blowing things up. Like most of the inmates, he is 
totally unpredictable. 
 
Audition Piece -	 	 Please prepare a speech from an American play in the style of  	
	 	 	 	 One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest. 
 
Ruckley  
Ruckley was once an Acute, but he was transformed into a Chronic due to a botched 
lobotomy. He alternates between being a figure of fun and mockery, although he is 
ultimately unnerving and a constant warning to McMurphy. 
 
Audition Piece -  	 	 Please prepare a speech from an American play in the style of  	
	 	 	 	 One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest.  
 
The Staff: 
 
Nurse Ratched 
The head of the hospital ward, Nurse Ratched, the play’s antagonist, is a middle-aged 
former army nurse. She rules her ward with an iron hand and masks her humanity and 
femininity behind a stiff, patronising facade. She selects her staff for their submissiveness, 
and she weakens her patients through a psychologically manipulative regime designed to 
destroy their self-esteem. Ratched’s emasculating, mechanical ways slowly drain all 
traces of humanity from her patients. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 16 - 17 of the script.  
 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 61 - 62 of the script. 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Doctor Spivey 
Nurse Ratched chose Doctor Spivey as the doctor for her ward because he is as easily 
cowed and dominated as the patients. With McMurphy’s arrival, he, like the other 
patients, begins to assert himself. He even supports McMurphy’s unusual plans for the 
ward, such as holding a carnival. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 22 - 24 of the script.  
 
Aide Williams  
Williams is the most aggressive orderly in Nurse Ratched’s team. Sarcastic with the 
patients but not too bright, he is constantly wary of Ratched. He soon gets on 
McMurphy's case. 

Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 8 - 9 of the script. 
 
Aide Warren 
Warren is embittered and anti-everybody - including Nurse Ratched. He nevertheless 
competes with Williams to get in Ratched's good books. He enjoys baiting Chief 
Bromden. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 8 - 9 of the script.  
 
Nurse Flinn  
Flinn is a strict Catholic nurse who works with Nurse Ratched. She is afraid of the 
patients’ sexuality. She is efficient but naive. 
 
Audition Piece -	 	 Please prepare a speech from an American play in the style of  	
	 	 	 	 One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest. 
 
Other Characters: 
 
Candy Starr 
Candy is a good friend of McMurphy's--a beautiful and carefree "tart with a heart." She 
makes the hearts of all the male inmates beat significantly faster and is not bright but not 
a fool. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 72 - 73 of the script. 
 
Sandra 
Sandra is a "good time girl" who knows McMurphy and is friends with Candy Starr. She is 
not bright and recently separated from a very odd husband. 
 
Audition Piece - 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Page 72 - 73 of the script.  
 
 
The Audition Evening 
 
Auditionees will need to sign in and complete a contact sheet in the Theatre Bar at 
Altrincham Garrick Playhouse from 6.30pm on Tuesday 19th October 2021. We will then 
see each auditionee, one by one, in the Annexe in front of the audition panel from about 
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6.45pm. There will be Garrick personnel to show you around and help you through the 
process. Please be aware that these audition evenings often include quite a bit of waiting 
around and can be long, but we will try to move as quickly as we can.  
 
The audition panel will consist of the Director and members of the Altrincham Garrick’s 
Artistic and Casting Team (ACT). 
 
We are a diverse theatre and we welcome auditionees from the ages of 18 - 30 of all 
genders, ethnicities, sexualities, disabilities and races, to enrich the work of the 
production. 
 
What Next?  
 
 
If you’ve read all the information in this pack, and wish to audition, then please email 
casting@altrinchamgarrick.co.uk stating “ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO’S NEST” in 
the subject heading and detailing your name and contact number. By emailing, you will 
have registered for an audition on Tuesday 19th October.  
 
We do ask that all auditionees are up to date with the current government guidelines in 
relation to Covid-19. 
 
We’d like to wish you the very best of luck, and we look forward to welcoming you, or 
seeing you again! Thank you for taking the time and interest to prepare for this audition 
and Break-A-Leg! 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Joseph Meighan (Artistic Director/ Artistic and Casting Team) 
Carole Carr (Artistic and Casting Team)  
Mike Shaw (Artistic and Casting Team) 
Val Watkinson (Artistic and Casting Team) 
Fiona Primrose (Artistic and Casting Team) 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